What is the maximum voltage of a cell with a given electrochemical reaction?
Introduction
The unpredictable nature of renewable energy sources has attracted a lot of research in supporting technologies for energy storage such as batteries. Consequently, numerous journal articles focused on the modelling of battery systems can be found in the literature, providing an invaluable source of information to new researchers. Such a vast amount of sources may lead to the application of widely used concepts without reminding their general derivation. Nonetheless, some of these concepts may rely on underlying assumptions which can be overseen if not treated carefully.
One of such cases is the open-circuit potential (OCV), also referred as electromotive force (emf), which can be used as a state-of-charge estimator [1] or to identify undesired processes taking place in the system [2] . The OCV is calculated from the so-called Nernst equation. As Nernst acknowledges in his book [3] , it was Helmholtz who first derived a formula relating voltage and concentrations of species in the electrolytes. However, Nernst formulated the relation in a general thermodynamic way, and the Nernst equation has become a cornerstone of electrochemistry. In his derivation, the Gibbs energy of the reaction will be equal to the maximal electrical work that can be obtained, c.f. [4, 5] , which determines the OCV. In general, it is enough to just take into account the reaction coefficient of both half-cell reactions (associated to the liquid-solid interphases at both electrodes) to reach correct OCV equation. But, for more complex systems, like those using ion-exchange membranes, a more careful derivation considering all interphases present in the system is required.
This work comprehensively reviews the derivation of the Nernst equation from basic thermodynamics. Furthermore, we show how the use of simplified OCV formulas can lead to incorrect OCV predictions for complex systems which can be avoided using the thermodynamic derivation. Finally, special cases in which multiple reactions can take place at one electrode shifting the potential (e.g. corrosion processes) are also discussed. Novelty of this work does not, of course, lie in the Nernst relation itself, but in recalling the principles behind it in nowadays thermodynamic terminology and in careful application of the principles in particular systems (zinc-air, all-vanadium, hydrogen-bromine).
Thermodynamics origin of open-circuit voltage
Let us first recall a few fundamental concepts of equilibrium, non-equilibrium thermodynamics and physical chemistry, namely the electric potential, electrochemical potential, electrochemical affinity and open-circuit voltage.
Electric potential
The electrochemical potential of species α in a solution can be generally expressed as the sum of the chemical potential µ α and the molar electrostatic potential energy [6] such that
whereμ • α is the standard chemical potential of the species α (here in aqueous solution), b α is its molality (b • the standard molality), γ α is its activity coefficient, a α is the activity, z α is the charge number and ϕ is the electrostatic Maxwell potential, for which the Poisson equation holds in electrostatics, see e.g. [5, 7] .
The potential measured by a potentiometer is proportional to the difference in electrochemical potential of electrons between the terminals (measuring electrodes). The electrochemical potential of electrons is defined as
which should be regarded also as the definition of electric potential Φ, see [7, 8, 9] for more details.
Note that the potentials ϕ and Φ are in general different. The difference can be demonstrated on contact of two metals with different Fermi energies. In equilibrium the electrochemical potentials of electrons in the two metals are equal, thus Φ is the same in both metals, whereas the Maxwell (or electrostatic) potentials ϕ in the two metals are different, which compensates the difference in Fermi energies. Moreover, it is the electrostatic potential ϕ (not Φ) for which the Poisson equation holds.
Electrochemical reactions
Electrochemical reactions are driven by differences in electrochemical affinities,Ã
where the electrochemical potentialsμ α are evaluated near the electrode surfaces, see e.g. [10, 11] . Equilibrium of an electrochemical reaction is then characterized by vanishing electrochemical affinity,
Transport
The flux of species α is typically proportional to the gradient of electrochemical potential of the species,
see e.g. [5, 12] , where this relation is derived from microscopic theory. Considering transport through a membrane, there is no net flux if the electrochemical potential of the transported species is the same on both sides of the membrane (neglecting possible coupling and crossover effects),
Let us now discuss transport in battery electrolyte. According to Eq. (1), the gradient ofμ α can be split into the gradient of chemical potential µ α , which depends on molalities of species in the mixture, and the gradient of Maxwell potential ϕ. Assuming perfect mixing (homogeneous concentrations), the condition of zero flux turns to a condition of no gradient of Maxwell electrostatic potential, ∇ϕ = 0.
The Maxwell electrostatic potential can be thus considered constant in the electrolyte (assuming no net flux and perfect mixing). Consequently, we assume that the electrochemical potential of species in the electrolyte is the same near the membrane and near the electrode, which greatly simplifies the modeling (since Poisson equation would have to be solved otherwise).
Open-circuit voltage
Open-circuit voltage (OCV) is an important quantity characterizing batteries and electrochemical cells, but it has no simple universal definition. Generally, it is the voltage measured by a potentiometer when no flux is passing through the cell. This definition can be ambiguous since the state of the cell is not specified. Perhaps the theoretically most appealing definition is that the electrochemical cell has been left undisturbed for sufficiently long time to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. Such equilibrium would be characterized by minimization of Gibbs free energy of all possible electrochemical reactions taking place in the cell, see [13] .
However, when measuring the OCV in practice, the cell is typically not let to relax to the complete equilibrium. The reason is two-fold, (i) it would take unrealistically long time and (ii) parasitic processes (like corrosion or crossover effects) would take place. The OCV is rather measured as the voltage once a plateau appears on the voltage vs. time plot. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the fastest processes affecting the practical OCV in the theoretical calculation, so that the measured plateau corresponds to equilibrium of these processes.
OCV will then be defined as the difference in electric potential of electrons (proportional to the respective electrochemical potentials) at the positive and negative electrodes,
Using the equilibrium of electrochemical reactions (4) and transport through the membrane (6), the OCV can be calculated as a function of activities of relevant species in the cell. The OCV dependence on activities of the species can be turned to a dependence on molalities or concentrations of the species once activity coefficients are specified. Usually, however, data for activity coefficients are lacking, which leads to simplifying assumptions of ideal mixtures (activity coefficients equal to unity). This simplification results in inaccuracies as noted in [8] .
To further express the OCV as a function of the state of charge 1 (SOC), it is first necessary to calculate molalities (or concentrations) of the species in the cell as functions of the SOC. One thus has to choose a concrete reaction pathway and to calculate the relation between the charge passing through the membrane and changes of molalities of all relevant species in both electrolytes.
Let us now demonstrate this thermodynamic derivation of the formula for OCV on several examples.
Examples
We shall commence with a simple AgCl cell connected with a standard hydrogen electrode. In this simple case both calculations of the Nernst relation coincide, and we discuss it for pedagogical clarity. Then we consider a zinc-air battery, where the thermodynamic approach overcomes the deficiencies of the formulas present in literature. Finally, the advantages of the thermodynamic approach are shown for vanadium redox-flow batteries, this example shows how the formula for OCV depends on the choice of the membrane (and the species transported through it).
A simple example: The silver chloride electrode
Let us first recall the simple case of an AgCl cell with a standard hydrogen electrode. The positive electrode material is Ag, the main solute in the electrolyte is HCl and we assume that an ideal hydrogen electrode serves as a negative electrode. Moreover, we assume that a perfectly permselective cationexchange membrane divides the positive and negative compartments, and that the electrolyte is well stirred in each compartment. The reaction taking place at the positive half-cell is
while at the negative side we have
During discharge, electrons move from the anode (negative) through the external circuit to the cathode (positive), where they take part in the reduction reaction. Similarly, the hydrogen cations must be transferred from the anode, where they are formed, to the cathode through the electrolyte and membrane.
Assuming that the cell is in a steady state and that no current is passing through the external circuit (open-circuit condition), the electrochemical reactions do not proceed (have zero electrochemical affinities) and there is no ionic transport through the electrolyte or the membrane (zero gradient of electrochemical potential). Equilibrium in the positive electrode, P , reads
This relation can be expanded using (1) and (2). The chemical potential of solids is typically near the standard value and, since the standard chemical potential of elements is zero, the chemical potential of silver is approximately zero, µ P Ag ≈ 0 (see Appendix A). Similarly, assuming the solution is saturated with AgCl, we can deduce µ P AgCl ≈ µ • AgCl . The resulting positive half-cell potential is
Electrochemical equilibrium in the negative electrode, N , is expressed by
which can be rewritten as
where split (1) was employed as well as the convention that the standard chemical potential of hydrogen ion is zero (in aqueous solution), µ • H + = 0, as well as µ • H2 = 0. Finally, assuming that H + is the only species transported between the compartments (ideal cation-exchange membrane), equilibrium of transport through the membrane is expressed byμ
The voltage measured by a potentiometer is given by
The first term on the right hand side represents the standard potential and will be evaluated using thermodynamic data from Appendix A. The second term represents the contribution of activities of the species. The third term, on the other hand, still has to be replaced by activities (and standard chemical potentials in the case of non-isothermal systems). To achieve that, the equilibrium of H + transport through the membrane (13) can be rewritten, using expansion (1), as
Using this relation to simplify (14) leads to the formula for OCV of the AgCl cell connected with a SHE
The standard cell potential then becomes
Assuming dilute electrolytes, the ionic activities can be approximated by their molalities,
Finally, the activity of hydrogen can be approximated by the ratio of its partial pressure to the standard pressure, a N H2 = p N H2 /p • . The formula for OCV then becomes
which is compatible with the usual formula form [14] . We have included this example to demonstrate the thermodynamic derivation of open circuit voltage on the simple example where it coincides with the usual formula from literature.
Zn-air redox flow battery
Different equations for the OCV appear in the Zn-air battery literature [15, 16, 17] . Although some authors do not explicitly present the OCV formula, they formulate the half-cell potentials and/or use them in the formulation of the Butler-Volmer equation. Here we show the correct thermodynamical derivation of the OCV formula for a zinc-air battery with an anion-exchange membrane and discuss some shortcomings of the equations found in the literature.
The most frequently used formula for OCV of Zn-air battery in literature, e.g. [16] , is
where the left hand side is the OCV while the right hand side consists of the standard voltage and a term dependent on activities of various species in the positive (P) and negative (N) electrolytes. We will show by careful application of thermodynamics that this relation should be corrected. 
Electrochemical processes
The electrochemical reaction in the negative electrode of a zinc-air battery is
and is accompanied by the precipitation of zinc oxide,
On the positive half-cell, we have the following electrochemical reaction
Note that water and hydroxide ions are produced on one side and consumed on the other. Assuming an ideal anion exchange membrane, OH − is the only ion transported through the membrane.
Equilibrium conditions
As in the previous example, we have to identify the equilibrium conditions at both electrodes and the membrane. Equilibrium of the negative electrode reaction is given by
Analogically, equilibrium of the positive electrode half-reaction reads
Equilibrium of the membrane transport is expressed bỹ
Open-circuit voltage
Combining (22) and (23) the OCV of the battery is then given by
The term involving the electrolyte potentials can be subtituted using the equilibrium of the transport of OH − through the membrane (24) such that
Plugging this relation back into Eq. (25) gives the final form of the general formula for OCV
where
using the standard chemical potential values compiled in Appendix A.
Comparison with the usual OCV
Formula (28) differs from the usual formula (19) by those terms coming from the equilibrium of transport of OH − through the membrane (27) . These terms can be referred to as the membrane (or Donnan) potential. By including them, the formula (28) becomes more precise than the usual formula. It is important to go back to the thermodynamic roots of Nernst relation in the case of zinc-air batteries.
However, note that, when using a porous separator in the battery instead of the ion-exchange membrane, practically any species small enough to pass through the pores can be transported between anode and cathode sides. To obtain a relation for ϕ P − ϕ N one has to determine the electrochemical process that equilibrates first across the separator. For instance, another charged species can be first to equilibrate, and Eq. (24) has to be then replaced by the analogical equilibrium equation for the species. In some situations, one can also assume that the electrolyte is perfectly mixed in the whole system which using (7) leads to ϕ P − ϕ N = 0 (30)
Even though most works in Zn-air systems use separators instead of membranes, several of the formulas present in the literature [15, 16, 17] have small deficiencies that would be prevented using the thermodynamic derivation described here. For example, [15] presents a formula where the activity term has an opposite sign. In [16] , the concentrations of O 2 and H 2 O are used instead of their activities. For pure liquids (or in this case solvents) and dissolved gases the relation between activities and concentrations required a different approach to the reference concentration. The proper approach for the dissolved gas concentration was identified by [17] , where they properly treat the O 2 concentration by using as reference state the concentration in equilibrium with O 2 gas in standard conditions given by Henry's law.
Including corrosion
The reaction scheme (20a) and (20c) does not take into side reactions happening on the electrodes. In reality, at the equilibrium potential of the zinc electrode the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) will also take place
This is a corrosion process that consumes active material (zinc) and shifts the OCV. The half-cell potential in this situation is usually referred as mixed potential.
The fast equilibrium of the corrosion pair (20a) and (31) is characterized by equality of their currents (no net current). Reaction rates are typically expressed by the Butler-Volmer equation
see e.g. [8] for a thermodynamic origin of this equation or [14] for a kinetic origin. The charge transfer coefficient α describes whether the transition state is closer to the oxidized or reduced species, typically it is assumed to be equal to 1/2, [14] . The exchange current j 0 prefactor can be either constant or dependent on concentrations of the reactants and products, c.f. [18] or [5] for the Boltzmann equation, and it is positive in the direction of oxidation.
In general, the mixed potential can be determined by numerical methods using the equality of currents for zinc dissolution and hydrogen oxidation. Nonetheless, in some cases Butler-Volmer equation can be simplified thus leading to analytical solutions of the mixed potential. Such example, is discussed in Appendix B.
All vanadium flow cell
The vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) was analyzed in [8] and [19] . Let us briefly recall the calculation in a simplified form. We shall consider two cases: VRFB with a cation-exchange (catex) membrane and VRFB with an anion-exchange (anex) membrane. The OCV formula will be different in the two cases.
The main electrochemical reactions taking place in VRFB can be summarized as VO
on the positive side and
on the negative side. Furthermore, we should also consider ionic transport through the membrane, H + in the catex case and HSO − 4 in the anex case. Let us now discuss these two cases separately.
Cation-exchange membrane
The equations expressing equilibrium of the electrochemical reactions arẽ
Equilibrium of the ionic transport through the membrane means that
where ϕ P,N are the Maxwell potentials in the positive and negative electrolytes, respectively. The OCV can be then expressed as
where the split (1) was used. Note the last line, where the difference in Maxwell electrostatic potentials remains. This is caused by the form of Eqs. (33), where the charge on the left hand sides is equal to the charge on the right hand sides, but is not zero. To get rid of the Maxwell potential difference, we have to use the membrane equilibrium equations (36), which leads to
where the standard cell potential is
taking values of the standard Gibbs energies of formation from [20] . Formula (38) is the formula for the OCV in the catex case. To compare it with experimental data, which are usually expressed in terms of SOC, the activities have to be expressed in terms of molalities. Anex Catex Figure 2 : Comparison of the catex formula (38) and anex formula (42) with experimental data for an anex membrane (data re-used from [8] ). The catex formula, which is close to the usual Nernst relation for VRFBs is clearly deficient. For comparison of the formula for catex membranes with experimental data see [8] .
Anion-exchange membrane
We shall now discuss VRFBs with anion exchange membranes through which HSO − 4 ions are transported. The equilibrium equations (34) are the same as in the anex case. The difference is in the ion transport as Eq. (36) changes tõ
The OCV (37) then turns to
Again, to compare it with the experimental dependence of OCV on SOC accurately, one needs to express the activities, exploiting e.g. [21] , in terms of molalities. Neglecting the activity coefficients, the comparison is shown in Fig.  2 , where data were taken from [8] .
Note also that the formula for OCV is different in the anex case than in the catex case, such a difference can not be seen in the naive construction of Nernst relation.
The thermodynamic formula for OCV was found different from the usual one available in the literature [22] . Moreover, it was found that the formula for OCV depends on the choice of the membrane, more precisely on the species that is transported through the membrane [8] . Although the electrochemical equations are the same, the equilibrium equation for transport through the membrane is different, as well as the resulting Nernst relation.
Conclusions
The simplified way towards Nernst relation is extensively used in the literature. Nonetheless, that way can lead to inaccurate conclusions when analyzing and modelling a battery system for instance in zinc-air and vanadium redox flow batteries. The thermodynamic back-to-the-roots derivation of the Nernst relation provides a more robust way towards the open-circuit voltage, which takes into account all the relevant interphases.
In particular, in systems with ion-exchange membranes the OCV depends on the species transported through the membrane. In vanadium redox flow batteries, where both anion-exchange and cation-exchange membranes can be used, two different Nernst relations are obtained.
Compound 
Appendix B. Corrosion in zinc electrodes
Under certain conditions, an analytical solution for the mixed potential can be obtained. In the case of highÃ, the Butler-Volmer equation (32) can be simplified to the Tafel equation
while for the lowÃ case it turns to a linear relation
between the current and the overpotential. Note that the charge transfer coefficient α disappears in the low-current limit. Zinc electrodes are reported to have fast kinetics and relatively high hydrogen overpotentials [24, 25, 26] . Consequently, the HER is usually in the Tafel regime for zinc systems (using the typical value α = 1/2) while the zinc dissolution is in the linear regime, that is
for reactions (31) and (20a), respectively. The electrochemical affinities are defined asÃ
The mixed potential equilibrium corresponds, assuming the same electroactive area for both reactions, to an equality of currents, j corr = j Zn = −j HER , (B.5) which can be rewritten as a nonlinear algebraic equation for Φ A − ϕ A ,
This non-dimensional nonlinear algebraic equation can be solved by the Banach fixed point iteration (proof of convergence can be found in Appendix C), usinĝ Φ (n) = T (Φ (n−1) ) with mapping T (Φ) defined as the right hand side of Eq. (B.7). Taking the zero-th approximationΦ 0 =Â Zn , which corresponds to the standard hydrogen electrode, the first approximation readŝ The formula for OCV is defined as the difference of electrochemical potentials of electrons as before,
whereΦ is the result of the fixed point iteration. Note that the last expression consists of a chemical contribution and electrical contribution, which is to be replaced by a transport equilibrium condition, e.g. formula (24) . Let us assume a low hydrogen pressure in the system, and a solution of 6 M KOH with unit activities for rest of the species. The negative half-cell potential φ N resulting from the fixed-point iteration for different values ofĵ 0 is shown in Table B .1. Having a Banach space X (e.g. real numbers with a metric given the absolute value) and a contraction mapping T : X → X satisfying ∃q ∈ (0, 1) for which |T (x) − T (y)| ≤ q · |x − y| ∀x, y ∈ X, (C.1) there is only one fixed point of the mapping, T (x) =x, and it is the limit of iterations x (n) = T (x (n−1) ). This is the Banach contraction theorem.
In order to apply it to Eq. (B.7), we have to verify that the mapping
is really a contraction. Therefore, we calculate (assumingΦ 1 ≥Φ 2 without any loss of generality)
|T (Φ 1 ) − T (Φ) 2 | = j 0 eÂ HER e −Φ1 − e −Φ2 (C.3)
where it was assumed thatΦ 0 is in the vicinity of a valueΦ 0 ,Φ ∈ (Φ 0 − ,Φ 0 + ). If j 0 eÂ HER is low enough, then the mapping is indeed a contraction, i.e. |T (Φ 1 )− T (Φ) 2 | ≤ q for some q < 1. This is usually satisfied because of the small value of j 0 given by the small value of j HER 0 , and the iteration then converges.
Appendix D. Hydrogen-Bromine redox flow battery
Let us now discuss an idealized hydrogen-bromine battery, see e.g. [27] .
